Crop Quest agronomists routinely utilize precision ag software required to assist with your yield mapping needs. Innovation is at the heart of our company; that’s evident in our weekly reports. Each employee-owner at Crop Quest uses SST Summit; Summit helps us create those weekly field reports and enables us to work with a multitude of yield monitors.

**Interpret your yield data!**

- Analyze the variation in crop yields and evaluate potential sources (irrigation issues, nutrient deficiencies, variety differences, . . .)
- Create normalized yield maps, highlighting areas of consistently low and high yield
- Harness historical yield trends to establish yield goals and improve VR nutrient applications
- Learn more about the fields
- Benchmark areas and strive to find what is limiting yield
- Design management zones allowing for VR applications

**Go beyond a pretty picture; develop an action plan with objective consultant assistance.**

Ask about our services for

- Producers
- Farm Managers
- Landlords

With Crop Quest’s team of Agronomists and Precision Ag Specialists, you can be confident your information is being handled by professionals who understand farming - from soil to software.

For more Information

Visit  Your Crop Quest Agronomist

Call  620.225.2233

Email  precisionag@cropquest.com

Web  www.cropquest.com